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The most glorious ruler of the Lands Between, darkness has long occupied the realm’s capital city. The country has fallen into ruin and forgotten its glorious history. It’s said that within the walls of the central tower, the Elden Ring sealed away the seeds of darkness and reclaimed it to the Lands Between. The Elden Ring, the creator of a world
that’s also the saviors of it. It is said that the Elden Ring is held within the depths of a tower, and that no one knows its location. The Lands Between is an evil land, where even the most powerful warriors end up defeated. The only way to battle and reclaim it is to break into the Tower of Elden Ring. The Lands Between, which is an independent
country, is a vast land. There is an enormous Tower in the center where those who go by the name of Elden live. The Tower of Elden Ring is the home of the Elden Ring, which rules the Lands Between. The Elden Ring is protected by invincible forces, and no one who breaks into it manages to return alive. Legend says that the Elden Ring came
from the darkness that is the reason for the downfall of the Lands Between. After achieving the power of the Elden Ring, darkness would be sealed in the Lands Between forever, and the Elden Ring would be the protector of the land. Today the world is in ruins, and the Elden Ring has vanished. A VAST WORLD FULL OF AMAZING SITUATIONS
There are a variety of situations, and you can freely travel from open fields to huge dungeons. • Open World Exploration A vast world that allows for open-world exploration. Along with complex dungeons, explore the vast world in search of new information and items. • Evolved Environment The Hills, valleys, lakes, and rivers have evolved to

become more detailed. There are over 30 pieces of equipment that can be used to change your appearance, and numerous quests and events. • Huge Dungeons There are over 30 dungeons that offer a variety of challenges. MULTIPLAYER ACTION! * Intuitive controls, easy to master, no force feedback. * Compatible with a wide range of
controllers. * Gamepad support. * Play in solo or online. EXPERT GUIDE LEVELS • Easy: Beginner

Elden Ring Features Key:
Vast World • An open world, where you can open and close the gates to huge dungeons with three-dimensional designs and vast rooms, and take your time exploring. • An intuitive interface • New and exciting surprises for experienced players and new adventurers alike await you!

A new turn based RPG • In addition to the turn-based single player story mode, RPG elements have been added to online modes, giving you a new way to create your own stories on your own time. • The game is turn based, meaning that in a fight, you will only be able to use one action, such as using a weapon, gathering items, or casting
magic, at a time, rather than continually using each action every time. Through simple on-screen controls, you will be free to unleash the full power of your character; it is designed with the minimum of "action" to draw out the story, be it action in the foreground or the background.

A world composed of many elements • The game aims to provide a wide array of action by having a world that is composed of a detailed open field, many different dungeons with a variety of design, and new areas that can be obtained, which can lead to brand new adventures. • As a story where the game's events are not connected, a sense
of freedom and immersion, as well as a new world, increases in players who miss the single player story mode.

A variety of Skill/Magic combinations • In addition to the basic elements of weapon, armor, and magic, each character will have an elemental power, known as the Rainbow Stones. Using this, you can change your character's power in many ways based on the type of match, such as increasing the attack power of a heavy armored character, by
combining the Wind Stones with the Earth Stones. • These specialized stones are required for special weapons and magic, as well as allowing you to perform other action, such as opening gates or casting spells. • An element that you already know will help in this process, as will the crafting system, a new element the game features, which will

allow you to obtain even more powerful weapons by combining all kinds of elemental powers.
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